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A Course in Critical Thinking for PhD Students in Biomolecular Sciences and Biotechnology: Classical Experiments in Biochemistry
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Abstract: This essay presents and discusses an eight-session seminar course designed to develop critical thinking skills in doctoral biochemistry students by exposing them to classical experiments in biochemistry. During each 2.5 session, different key topics of the discovery and development of biochemical concepts are discussed. Before each session, students are required to read the one or two classical papers. The size of the seminar course and the seating of the students are critical to make this a highly interactive environment for all students to participate in the critique and re-designing of key experiments, including control experiments, which helped formulate these classical concepts. Final student evaluation of the course’s goals has two equal components: Course participation and a final take home exam due two weeks after the course is completed. Together with the take home exam students are also required to write an evaluation of the course, preferably no longer than half a page. Students' comments of the course have been uniformly positive. The author notes the sooner students are exposed to this manner of thinking, the better they will be equipped to choose an appropriate mentor and contribute creatively to attempt to solve the scientific problem of their PhD thesis.
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Why Such a Course?

The most important lesson for a PhD student is to develop her/his manner of scientific thinking. One starting point in acquiring such skill, as I tell the students at the beginning of the first session, is to critically review the papers which led to key discoveries which eventually resulted in many of the authors being awarded the Nobel prize.

The aim of the course is very simple: If the students learn how to think about science as these scientists did, then the students would have learned the essential lessons to become outstanding scientists! Proof that this course resulted in significant progress towards this goal was obtained after evaluating the take home final exam. This consisted of answering an important follow up question of any of the papers and topics discussed in the course using modern approaches and methods (see later section).

* Corresponding author (chirschb@bu.edu)

Background

Approximately 10 years ago the *Journal of Biological Chemistry* (JBC) celebrated its centennial with weekly publication of classical papers in The Journal which had reported key discoveries and concepts in Biochemistry during the 20th century. At the same time, I was given the opportunity to develop and present a seminar course for beginning PhD students in Biomolecular and Life Sciences at the Universidad Andres Bello in Santiago, Chile. I decided to name the seminar course “Critical Thinking: Classical Experiments in Biochemistry”. As seen below, the course consists of eight, two and one half hour sessions during which different key topics of the discovery and development of biochemical concepts are discussed. The topics are very diverse, yet all are fundamental in the discovery of key biochemical finding. Thus, the choice is arbitrary and one can easily choose dozens of other topics that would fit the same fundamental and classical criterion.

Practical Aspects and Prerequisite

For students to understand these papers it is an absolute requirement to have completed a rigorous course in Biochemistry. The course in critical thinking has an optimum of no more than 15 students seated around a large table together with the instructor. A projection screen is provided to make it easier for all to see figures and tables from the papers. Before each session, students are required to read the one or two classical papers to be discussed in that session. The size of the seminar course and the seating of the students are critical to make this a highly interactive environment for all students to participate in the critique and re-designing of key experiments, including control experiments, which helped formulate these classical concepts.

Lessons to Be Learned

The crucial aspect of this course is for students to develop the ability to think critically. The instructor will select from these papers those experiments which he or she feels are fundamental in developing the new concepts to be studied. The corresponding figures and tables are projected on the screen. Using the Socratic method, students are asked to comment on why the given projected table or figure represents an important experiment, the strengths and weaknesses of such experiment and why it is being presented at a particular place of the paper (not earlier and/or not later). Students must take a stand when asked a particular question by the instructor by either agreeing or not with statements which the instructor makes. Sometimes students may not agree or disagree with the instructor’s statement but if they chose to be neutral, they must give a reason. An example which occurs early on during the first session is the question of which control in the proof that the enzymatic synthesis of DNA requires a template DNA is better: no DNA template or DNA pretreated with DNase? Usually students favor one or the other control and a lively discussion between them follows. My question to them is whether the controls in this case are easy or difficult to execute? After they all agree they are easy, my take home message for the students is to do both, as this will usually satisfy reviewers of papers with different preferences. This lesson can be applied to different sessions.

The following is an outline of each session with the caveat mentioned previously that the selection of each of these topics is complete arbitrary and can be replaced by many other subjects that are equally appropriate. However, as can be seen below, the subjects are deliberately very diverse. This is done intentionally so that students become aware that the specific manner of scientific thinking transcends the specific topic and can be applied to any regardless of the subject manner.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Reading Materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
### Seventh Session: Four Decades of Research on the Biosynthesis of Urea: The Work of Sarah Ratner


### Eight Session: Perspective on 35 Years of Research Experience and NIH Funding; The Role of Protein Glycosylation in Development and Pathogenesis of Eukaryotes. Carlos B. Hirschberg


**Acceptance of novel concepts.** An important lesson for the students in discussing these classical papers is the reluctance of many in the scientific community to initially accept these new concepts: a good example are the caustic comments of the JBC reviewers of the paper by Kornberg on DNA polymerase where words like “banalities” were used, among others, to initially decline the paper for publication. It is important that students be aware that new concepts in science, until today, are often initially ridiculed: this happened with “prions”, and with “quasi crystals” the latter when Linus Pauling commented in a large meeting that there are no quasi crystals but only “quasi scientists”. Pauling did not live long enough to see Dan Schechtman, the “quasi scientist” receive the 2011 Nobel Prize in chemistry.

**A short, concise summary.** A more recent addition to the course, which has proven to be highly successful, is the requirement that a student at random, must summarize in three short sentences, at the end of each session the key concepts that were developed during that session. My advice to them is that they should imagine they meet a fellow student when they leave the class who asked them what they discussed in the particular session. They might imagine that they are riding in an elevator and have only a few minutes to explain the content of the discussion meaningfully. At the beginning this is not easy for students and I often tell them that they have used already two short sentences and the student who asked the question hasn’t learned anything yet. Surprisingly, after one or two more sessions the students become much better in summarizing the key issues of each session. We also repeat this at the beginning of the next session when one student is asked to do this with the previous session.
Language of the course. Until two years ago the course was taught in Spanish as I am fluent in Spanish and English. Last year, at the suggestion of the program director of the Biomolecular Sciences PhD program, half of the course was in English. Beginning in 2016 all of it will be in English towards the goal of having the entire didactic portion of the PhD program being taught in English.

Evaluation of Students and How Do We Know if Students Made Progress Towards the Course’s Goal?

Final student evaluation of the course’s goals has two equal components: Course participation and a final take home exam due two weeks after the course is completed. Students are asked to answer an important scientific follow-up question related to any of the sessions’ topics. To answer such question students are asked to use modern approaches and methods.

Examples students have chosen include determining whether cells have a cAMP receptor, whether there is a single tRNA or multiple tRNAs for different amino acids, whether phospholipid and urea biosynthetic pathways previously demonstrated to occur in vitro also occur in vivo and whether site directed mutagenesis and crosslinking can identify the regulatory and catalytic sites of aspartyltranscarbamylase.

Course Evaluation by Students

Together with the take home exam students are also required to write an evaluation of the course, preferably no longer than half a page. Students’ comments of the course have been uniformly positive. A few examples of these are:

“…. the course is very important for PhD students as it allows to open one’s mind, to see beyond what we are used to, to realize the limitations of each scientific approach and to ask follow up questions using different approaches”. (Student A)

“This course is completely different to others I have had in the PhD program. In this course we learned to think which were the next follow up steps of each experiment and how to answer these questions and the limitations of the approaches. I also learned that sometimes the simpler questions and methods to answer them are the best”. (Student B)

“I believe this course allowed us to think, opine and to question what we were studying in an open manner”. (Student C)

“This course teaches one to think, solve problems in a simple manner, to say the most with the least words…and also to think in an independent manner, to say openly what one thinks and to dare challenge established hypotheses”. (Student D)

“I also learned that the simpler the question the easier it is to try to find an answer”. (Student E)

“the sessions in English were a bit intimidating at first but I think it is a good strategy to get used to”. (Student F)

“The summary of each sessions allows us to improve our ability to synthesize in a few sentences the importance of each subject discussed”. (Student G)
Future Perspectives

Both the students and I have learned several lessons from this course. To teach and learn a manner of critical scientific thinking takes a willingness by the instructor and the students to be open minded. While nothing can substitute for the role of a PhD thesis mentor who constantly should reinforce critical concepts of this course, the sooner students are exposed to this manner of thinking the better they will be equipped to choose an appropriate mentor and contribute creatively to attempt to solve the scientific problem of their PhD thesis.

While I have also repeatedly mentioned that the selection of topics is completely arbitrary it goes without saying that this type of course can also be applied to other scientific disciplines and is not restricted only to the biological sciences. The thought process of eminent physicists, mathematicians, chemists and other scientists who are not afraid of challenging current “dogmas” is the only manner by which new concepts arise. Never the less, students must also become aware, that the more novel the concept, the more initial “push back” by fellow scientists may occur, sometimes, as shown above, even in hurtful manners! However, the wonderfulness about science is that sooner or later the experimental proof will prevail and vindicate those creative thinkers who were willing and had the courage to lay out their novel ideas.
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